
The Embassy of JAPAN in Romania 

Japan Culture Volunteers Program 

Inquiry Form for an event with J-CAT （Please fill in all the blanks.） 

Name of the event  

Planed Date and Time 
From: 

To: 

Place  

Sponsor  

Person in charge  

Address： 

Contact person： 

E-mail： 

Tel： 

Fax： 

Contact address 

団体 URL： 

Address： 

Contact person： 

E-mail： 

Tel： 

Contact address for the 

Event only 
(Please fill-in, if different from the 

above information.) 

Fax： 

Event form 
Please circle (○) from either of the two. 

Profitable   ・   Non-profitable 



※ We are sorry that we CANNOT cooperate for the profitable event. 

Co-sponsorship 

(including a planed 

co-sponsorship) 

 

State of event preparation 

１．  Just an idea 

２．  Will be held, but the date is not fixed. 

３．  The date and time has been fixed. 

４．  Other （          ） 

Targeted group of the event  

Estimated number of 

participants 
 

Purpose of the event 

Please write in details about the schedule of the day, aim and/or purpose 

of the event, also, the reason to ask cooperation for the J-CAT 

volunteers and the possible outcome after the event, and so on. 

Requesting field(s) for the 

J-CAT cooperation 

Japanese Language／IKEBANA／Tea Ceremony／KIMONO／

Origami／Kirigami／J-POP／KOTO／SHAIMISEN／

SUIBOKUGA／SHODO／Other  （          ） 

Form of the J-CAT 

cooperation 

Demonstration／Work-shop／Lecture 

／Preparing the Japanese related booth／ 

Other （          ） 

The field to cooperate The form of cooperation 

① ① 

② ② 

③ ③ 

In case there is more than one field 

you are requesting, please use here to 

clarify your requests. 

④ ④ 



Other： 

 

Is there any interpreter 

during the event? 

Please let us know if there is a language mediator who is able to 

help a J-CAT volunteer at the event. 

(Please make a circle.) (Multiple answers are welcome.) 

 

１．  Japanese⇔Romanian 

２．  Japanese⇔English 

３．  English⇔Romanian 

 

Questions for the 

self-reliance effort 

◎When the J-CAT volunteers support and/or take part in your 

event, we think it is very important to have such image as “we 

both are making this event!” For this reason, we ask your 

self-reliance effort if possible toward the event and volunteers. 

Please answer on the following questionnaires. 

 

１． The possibility to bear the transportation cost and/or to 

prepare the mean of transportation for a volunteer who 

support the event. 

① Possible 

② Impossible 

③ Partially possible 

 

２． （In case a volunteer needs an accommodation. ）The 

possibility to bear the accommodation cost and/or to 

prepare the place to accommodate for a volunteer who 

support the event. 

① Possible 

② Impossible 

③ Partially possible 

 

３． （In case there is a need to bring instruments for volunteers’ 

activities.）The possibility to secure the mean of transport 

the instruments for the activities. 

① Possible 

② Impossible 

③ Partially possible 



４． （In case there is a material must be purchased for the 

activities.）（Ex. Flowers for IKEBANA work-shop） 

① Possible 

② Impossible 

③ Partially possible 

Schedule until the day of the 

event 

If there is any schedule at this moment, please let us know. 

 

 

J-CAT VOLUNTEERS IN ROMANIA 

Name Institution Fields 

Ms. Akiko KIMURA 
SHIDO  

@ Targu Mures 

Japanese Art, IKEBANA, 

SHODO, Origami, KIMONO 

Ms. Tomoko KONDO 
Timisoara West University  

@ Timisoara 
KOTO, Origami 

Ms. Setsuko SASAKI 
Romania-American University  

@ Bucharest 

Japanese language, Tea 

Ceremony, IKEBANA, 

Kirigami, Origami 

Ms. Michiko TAKATA 
“HIMAWARI” Association 

@ Iasi 

Japanese language, 

Japanese traditional 

dance 

Ms. Yumiko MATSUMOTO 
 

@ Bucharest 
SHAMISEN, KIMONO 

Ms. Erina MARUYAMA 
Ioan Cuza High school 

@ Bucharest 

Japanese language, 

J-POP, KARAOKE 

 


